Liquid-to-glass transition in bulk glass-forming Cu60Ti20Zr20 alloy by molecular dynamics simulations.
We report results from molecular dynamics studies concerning the microscopic structure and dynamics of the ternary, bulk metallic glass-forming Cu60Ti20Zr20 alloy. In detail we consider the partial radial distribution functions, nearest-neighbor numbers, specific heat, simulated glass temperature, diffusion coefficients, and incoherent intermediate scattering function (ISF). The applied atomic model reproduces well experimental x-ray data of the total radial distribution function. It provides for Cu60Ti20Zr20 a structure with marked intermediate-range order. The ISF is analyzed within an extension of mode-coupling theory, where the effective memory kernel is evaluated from the Laplace transform of the ISF. The dynamics of the system fulfills in most respects the predictions of mode-coupling theory (MCT), up to an absence of the algebraic t{-a} decay in the early beta range. Comparison with the calculated memory kernel shows that this absence can be traced back to deviations of the kernel from its approximate form analyzed in MCT. As by-product, our investigation provides a method to reconstruct around the critical temperature major parts of the memory kernel from lambda and the plateau value f{c} of the ISF, and it indicates why the critical dynamics predicted by mode-coupling theory can be observed in a temperature interval of more than 500 K.